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Overview Perfect tense is usually described as occurring with three defining interpretations
(Comrie 1976): experiential, universal, and resultative. The suffix -p in Mee (also known as
Ekari; Trans-New-Guinea; Indonesia) only allows the latter two readings and thus does not
fit into the established category of Perfect. We propose that the denotation of this resultative
perfect has to make crucial reference to the result state to exclude an experiential reading.
In this talk we show that the morpheme -p expresses a resultative perfect (Bertrand et al.
2017, Mittwoch 2008) and, contra previous descriptions, is not a past tense (Drabbe 1952,
Doble 1987, Hyman & Kobepa 2013). We give a systematic analysis of the morpho-semantics
of the perfect/past tense system in Mee. We follow Bohnemeyer (2014) in our denotation
of the resultative perfect by incorporating direct reference to a result state time span which
has to include the reference time, similar to the posttime definition in Klein (1994). The
data were elicited with an informant in weekly sessions consisting of translations, felicity
judgements, and storyboards.
Not past tense The -p forms are not restricted to uses where ET < UT, see (1a), con-
tradicting all previous descriptions as a past tense. The proper past tense exponent -eg (cf.
(1b) and (2)) contrasts with -p in several contexts, including (1).

(1) Context: You talk about what you want to do when you are an old man.
a. Ani

1sg
adama
old

ki-p-a
become-perf-1sg

ko,
c

ani
1sg

uno
sleep

umina
much

ta-ita.
do.aux-fut.1sg

“When I will have gotten old, I will sleep a lot.”
b. #Ani

1sg
adama
old

ke-eg-a
become-pst-1sg

ko,
c

ani
1sg

uno
sleep

umina
much

ta-ita.
do.aux-fut.1sg

(2) #Aniko
1sg

nota
sweet.potato

no-og-a.
eat-pst-1sg

intended for “I’m eating sweet potato”, translation for “I ate sweet potato”

No experiential perfect reading An experiential reading, which infers that recurrence
of the event is possible at UT (Bertrand et al. 2017), is also excluded with -p, see (3).

(3) Context: Teacher asks children: “Have you ever been to the forest?” Child answers:
Ani
1sg

aiko
there

buguwa
forest

4uwe-et-eg-a/
go-rem-pst-1sg

4uwe-em-eg-a/
go-rem-pst-1sg

#uwi-p-a.
go-perf-1sg

“I have been to the forest.”

Universal perfect reading For states, the -p forms yield a universal perfect reading. For
past tense forms a cessation reading would be expected, i.e. the state ended in the past (see
e.g. Musan 1997).

(4) Context: I am still living in Paniyai.
Aniki
1sg

tawani
year

2002
2002

make
since

ko
c

Paniyai
Paniyai

umi-p-a.
live-perf-1sg

“I have lived in Paniyai since 2002.”
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Resultative perfect reading The usual description of perfect includes a result state
holding at RT for change-of-state verbs (Iatridou et al. 2001), which is true for -p. It is
infelicitous when the result state ceases to hold:

(5) Context: I lost my glasses 2-3 weeks ago. They’re still gone.
Ana
1sg.poss

dou-peka
see-eye

ko
det.f

iga-p-a/
lose-perf-1sg

iga-at-eg-a.
lose-rem-pst-1sg

“I lost my glasses.”
(6) Context: I lost my glasses 2-3 weeks ago. I found them again some time later.

Ana
1sg.poss

dou-peka
see-eye

ko
det.f

#iga-p-a/
lose-perf-1sg

4iga-at-eg-a.
lose-rem-pst-1sg

“I lost my glasses.”

The results show that -p requires a resultative reading (cf. (5) and (6)) and allows for a
universal perfect readings (cf. (4)) but not for an experiential reading (cf. (3)). Based on
the criteria from Bertrand et al. (2017) we can thus classify it as a resultative perfect. -p
thus differs markedly from the prototypical English perfect, which allows all three readings.
-p thus resembles forms like the Mandarin particle -le (cf. Bertrand et al. 2017).
Analysis We propose that -p emposes a presupposition on the relation between the refer-
ence time (or topic time) RT and the event time ET (Klein 1994). We follow Bohnemeyer
(2014) in assuming that the relation between RT and ET is indirectly mediated via a result
state time ST. ST refers to the time span of a state that has been caused by the event, simi-
lar to the concept of posttime in Klein (1994). We additionally assume that a state trivially
causes itself. For an illustration see (8). The RT has to be included in this ST. In isolated
sentences RT will be identified with the utterance time. The denotation of -p is given in (7).

(7) Simplified denotation of -p
J -p Kg,c = λP : e� s & RT ⊆ ST . ∃s & ∃e

(8) Schematic representation of ST in different contexts
a. *Experiential reading

ET RT
ST

b. Universal reading

RT
ST

c. Resultative reading

ET RT
ST

It is thus evident that the denotation of resultative perfect has to be considerably more
complex than either tense or aspect, contra Klein (1994).
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